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IC3, a SAT-based safety model checking algorithm introduced in 2010 [1, 2],
is considered among the best safety model checkers. This tutorial discusses its
essential ideas: the use of concrete states, called counterexamples to induction,
to motivate lemma discovery; the incremental application of induction to gener-
ate the lemmas; and the use of stepwise assumptions to allow dynamic shifting
between inductive lemma generation and propagation of lemmas as predicates.

Two perspectives on IC3 are offered: IC3 as proof finder, which highlights its
ability to find mutually inductive lemmas, a crucial element of its robustness;
and IC3 as bug finder, which shows that IC3’s choices with respect to proof
obligations result in a heuristically guided search. The latter perspective casts
lemmas as refinements of estimates of states’ proximities to initial states. These
estimates guide the backward construction of potential counterexample traces.

IC3’s context is then discussed: its evolution from earlier work and how it
compares to other algorithms. Finally, the broader idea of incremental, induc-
tive verification (IIV), of which IC3 is just one example, is explored. The IIV
perspective has motivated new algorithms for analyzing ω-regular properties [4]
and CTL properties [5].

A recent tutorial paper [3] provides a conceptual exposition of IC3, while an
earlier tutorial paper [6] illustrates IC3’s workings through detailed examples.
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